The first Quantitative Biology Symposium to celebrate Darwin is perhaps best known for Mayr's (1960) strong attack on theoretical population genetics, which Mayr colorfully criticized for reducing the evolutionary process to the "adding of certain beans to a beanbag and the withdrawing of others." He continued: " [Fisher, Wright and Haldane] have worked out an impressive mathematical theory of genetical variation and evolutionary change. But what, precisely, has been the contribution of this mathematical school to the evolutionary theory, if I may be permitted to ask such a provocative question?" It was this essay, along with one of Mayr's books, that led Haldane (1964) to later write the aptly named "A Defense of Beanbag Genetics" (Haldane did not attend the 1960 meeting because he was refused a U.S. visa).
I was privileged to attend, 50 years later, the second Quantitative Biology Symposium to celebrate Darwin. One might ask whether anything similarly controversial to Mayr's attack on population genetics has occurred. At least for me, there was an uncanny resemblance in the paper of E.O. Wilson, which was a resounding assault on the theoretical foundations of sociobiology. The above opening quotation was followed by argument for an alternative view of social evolution that instead of kinship appeals to a mix of preadaptation, emergent properties, and group selection. For students of social evolution, this assault will come as no surprise but part of a continuing theme in the recent writing of Wilson and others (Wilson 2005 (Wilson , 2008b Wilson and Holldobler 2005; Wilson and Wilson 2007) . But for biologists from other disciplines, it may be shocking to hear one of the founders of sociobiology (Wilson 1975b) attempt to so strongly undermine its basis.
The goal of this chapter is to offer a defense of modern sociobiology. My discussion follows the emphasis of Wilson's original book Sociobiology: "This brings us to the central theoretical problem of sociobiology: How can altruism, which by definition reduces personal fitness, possibly evolve by natural selection?" (Wilson 1975b, p. 3). However, I should note up front that sociobiology now encompasses additional topics that I will largely neglect, including parent-offspring conflict (Trivers 1974) , in tragenomic conflicts (Hurst et al. 1996; Burt and Trivers 2006) , classical game theory (Trivers 1971; Maynard Smith and Price 1973; Axelrod and Hamilton 1981; Doebeli and Hauert 2005) , and perhaps even sexual selection (Darwin 1859) . I seek to put the recent comments of Wilson and others into a historical context and, hopefully, offer some reassurance that the appearance of ongoing controversy is mostly illusory. Accordingly, I argue that the theoretical foundations of sociobiology are solid and that there are extensive data that support this position. Finally, I attempt to identify a few future questions that might build on this foundation. This is not the first time that I (Foster 2006; Foster et al. 2006a,b) or others (Queller 1992; Dugatkin and Reeve 1994; Reeve and Keller 1999; Lehmann and Keller 2006; Lehmann et al. 2007; West et al. 2007 ) have attempted to do this. Nev erthe less, misunderstandings in social evolution continue to abound and our considerable progress is continually troubled by a confusion of terms and debates. This, I hope, offers some justification for what will follow.
THE HISTORY
There will also, no doubt, be indirect effects in cases in which an animal favours or impedes the survival or reproduction of its relatives… . Nevertheless such indirect effects will in very many cases be unimportant… Fisher (1930) Sociobiology, in name, barely existed at the time of the first Cold Spring Harbor Symposium on Darwinism, but discussions of social behavior and its evolution by natural selection began much earlier. In Darwin's writing, it is easy to find the traces of the two key concepts upon which modern sociobiology was founded-group selection and kinship-the same concepts that continue to fuel the fires of controversy. Indeed, in explaining one of the most striking examples of social behavior, the effectively sterile workers of social insects (Fig. 1) , Darwin appealed to both family life and natural selection acting at the level of the insect colony (Gardner and Foster 2008) . This blend of kinship and grouping in explanations of social behavior continued into the early 20th century with a near-modern perspective seen relatively early on: "The instincts of the workers can be kept up to the mark by natural selection. Those fertile females whose genes under worker diet do not develop into workers with proper instincts will produce inefficient hives; such communities will go under in the struggle for existence, and so the defective genes will be eliminated from the bee germ-plasm." (Wells et al. 1929) It is also possible to find contemporaneous examples that play down the importance of kinship. Although recognizing its theoretical potential to affect evolution, for example, Fisher (1930) considered kinship to be an unimportant detail in the process of natural selection. Con cordant ly, two features are notable of the era that preceded the rise of sociobiology: a lack of controversy surrounding social evolution and, more importantly, a lack of interest. These features extend to 1959 and the Cold Spring Harbor Symposium, where despite a session entitled "Eco logical systems and social organizations," there is little evidence of the modern interest in the social evolution, with its emphasis on cooperation and competition ( Fig. 2 ). Soon after, however, the intellectual landscape began to change with two key publications-one now famous, the other infamous-which set the stage for the coming debates.
Infamy was to result for the book of Wynne-Edwards (1962) entitled Animal Dispersal in Relation to Social Behaviour. Replete with examples, this book made frequent use of arguments from population-level advantage to explain animal behaviors. Territoriality and dominance hierarchies, it was suggested, evolve to limit animal populations and to prevent the overuse of resources that might threaten the population with extinction. The problem with this particular brand of reasoning was rapidly 404 FOSTER Figure 1 . A selection of the social species discussed: a prairie dog (A), a biofilm of the bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa (B), and the gall-dwelling aphid Pemphigus obesinymphae (C). When disturbed, soldier aphids emerge and attack intruders. (D) A worker laying a male-destined egg in the social wasp Dolichovespula saxonica. (E) The termite Cryptotermes secundus, in which a gene required for reproductive suppression of the workers has been described (Korb et al. 2009 picked up upon. Notably, Williams (1966) devoted a chapter to such "group selection" logic and argued strongly that it will typically have a weak effect on the evolutionary process. The logic is as follows. Consider a population of red grouse in which all individuals are territorial because this keeps population density low and heather abundant. A mutant nonterritorial grouse would do very well here because his offspring will pack themselves in and rapidly outnumber the resident birds. Over time, therefore, territoriality should be lost as the nonterritorial birds spread. Of course, territoriality does not really evolve to keep population density low but to allow males to attract females, which makes it evolutionarily stable. Nevertheless, the hypothetical example is illustrative: Evolutionary explanations that only consider the group or population level are incomplete. One must also always consider the possibility of natural selection at the level of the individual and sometimes the organelle or gene. This lesson may seem trivial to the modern evolutionary biologist. With the rise of evolutionary thinking in new disciplines, however, so rises the specter of uncritical group-level thinking. It is, for example, still seen in my own field of microbiology Foster 2010) . Relative fame would result for Hamilton following the publication of back-to-back papers in the Journal of Theoretical Biology (Hamilton 1964 ); a briefer version of the same ideas was published a year earlier (Hamilton 1963) . The result of Hamilton's Ph.D. thesis, these papers set out an argument for the evolution of altruistic behaviors "which are on average to the disadvantage of the individuals possessing them" (Fig. 2) (Hamilton 1964) . Unlike William's book, Hamilton was not particularly motivated by Wynne-Edwards' book (1962) , which he cited but only for a few examples. Hamilton, it seems, worked in relative isolation. Indeed, his autobiographical writings suggest that he received little support in his chosen topic from senior colleagues (Hamilton 1996) . Neverthe less, he determinedly ploughed on and the papers that resulted are among the most cited in evolutionary biology. At their heart was family life, so much so that MaynardSmith christened the resulting theory "kin selection" in a Nature paper (Maynard Smith 1964) somewhat controversially published while Maynard Smith was reviewing Hamilton's Journal of Theoretical Biology papers. Hamilton had termed his theory "inclusive fitness."
Hamilton's key insight was that evolution by natural selection is driven not only by effects on a focal individual's own reproduction (direct fitness), but also by any effects on the reproduction of individuals that are genetically similar (indirect fitness). More precisely, indirect fitness effects occur when the actor and recipient of a social action have an above average (or below average) probability of sharing alleles at variable loci. Helping or harming relatives will affect an actor's fitness in proportion to the genetic similarity between actor and recipient, where "similarity" is measured relative to the population average. This is genetic relatedness. Only by accounting for such indirect effects, as well as direct effects, can the selective effects of a behavior be understood. It is in this sense that Hamilton's fitness accounting scheme is "inclusive." A complementary fitness accounting scheme, also first envisioned by Hamilton, that again separates direct and indirect effects is that of "neighbor-modulated" fitness. The only difference to inclusive fitness is that instead of calculating the effects from a focal individual to its reproduction and that of neighbors, fitness accounting is done all in terms of effects to the focal individual's reproduction from itself and its neighbors. The difference is largely just a choice in accounting, however, and the two approaches should result in identical predictions (Frank 1998; Wenseleers et al. 2010) .
The publication of Wynne Edward's book and Ham ilton's papers was the spark for the controversy that continues today. Reaction to Hamilton's papers was relatively slow, but by the 1970s, there was an ever-polarizing opinion against arguments based on group-and populationlevel selection. This view was crystallized in the success of Dawkin's "The Selfish Gene" (1976), which to a large extent is based on Hamilton's insights. Ironically, this crystallization occurred several years after Hamilton himself had been convinced of the validity and importance of group selection in evolution. Sometime before 1970, in a letter from one solitary eccentric to another, one George Price wrote to Hamilton to explain that he had discovered a new way to view the evolutionary process (Hamilton 1996; Schwartz 2000) . What would later become known as the Price equation naturally led to a way to partition the evolutionary process into effects at the level of the individual and the level of the group. Seeing this, Hamilton realized that natural selection above the level of the individual must occur and contribute to the evolutionary process. Price would soon after make a second major contribution to evolutionary biology by introducing ideas from economic game theory, although it was down to Maynard Smith and others to actually publish and popularize the idea (Maynard Smith and Price 1973; Axelrod and Hamilton 1981; Maynard Smith 1982) .
By 1974, Price would be dead. It appears that Price was so affected by his discoveries to believe them miraculous. He turned to a religious selflessness that culminated in suicide. Filled with regret, Hamilton (1996) later recalled of Price: "I am pleased to say that, amidst all else that I ought to have done and did not do, some months before he died I was on the phone telling him enthusiastically that through a "group-level" extension of his formula I now had a far better understanding of group selection acting at one level or at many than I had ever had before." Hamilton published his insights on group selection in 1975 and, in the same year, D.S. Wilson published the first of his many papers that argue for the validity of group selection as a process in evolution (Hamilton 1975; Wilson 1975a) . What had changed since the resounding attack on group selection by Williams and others in the 1960s? Opinions differ on this and indeed on whether anything substantial had changed (West et al. , 2008 Wilson 2008a) . What is clear, however, was that group selection now had a theoretical basis that showed it to be quite compatible with inclusive fitness or kin selection thinking. With this came the key observation that group selection can work as long as there is some degree of genetic differentiation among groups. That is, members of groups must be more genetically similar to their group average than to other groups, otherwise natural selection has no variation on which to act. Put another way, at the level of the group, there must be genetic relatedness (more on what relatedness exactly means here below). By 1975 then, kin and group selection had been combined, at least in some minds and the controversy was over (see next page). Or at least it should have been. In fact, we still face high-profile claims from one side that group selection as a process cannot work (Alcock 2005) and from the other that we do not need kinship-based thinking but rather a group selection framework (Wilson 2005 (Wilson , 2008b Wilson and Holldobler 2005; Wilson and Wilson 2007) , as again argued at Cold Spring Harbor (E.O. Wilson, pers. comm.) . How can this be? There are of course many reasons both sociological and scientific, but, as is so often the case, at the heart of the confusion lies semantics. A necessary evil, therefore, in any defense of sociobiology is to discuss the semantics-as well as the theory and data-that speak to the debates.
THE SEMANTICS AND THE THEORY

Kin Selection
Either you are some kind of amnesiac capable of unconsciously fabricating an anecdote harmful to the reputation of a fellow scientist or else you are a person capable of fabricating such an anecdote conciously [sic] as part of an attempt to avoid the discomfort of admitting intellectual indebtedness to a younger man. The first supposition is the best that I can think of you.
Letter from Hamilton to Maynard Smith (19 October 1977) Perhaps the single most inflammatory term in modern sociobiology is the "kin" of kin selection. Hamilton was never happy with Maynard Smith's term, and they crossed swords in print and in private on several issues (Schwartz 2000) . For many years, Hamilton felt Maynard Smith was trying to diminish the impact of his work. This includes the belief that Maynard Smith fabricated an anecdote about Haldane (Maynard Smith 1975) in order to create a false precedent on kin selection. Haldane had in fact published his brief thoughts on the subject (Haldane 1955) and, strangely, in an article that Hamilton cited (Hamilton 1964) . Hamilton would later apologize, and, anyway, his opinion on the term "kin selection" was no match for its catchiness. To this day, it is typically used in place of inclusive fitness in discussions of Hamilton's work. The result has been an emphasis on kinship in discussions of Hamilton's work rather than the more general concept of genetic relatedness. This seemingly minor distinction proves to be critical in discussions of whether kin and group selection are equivalent. Why is this? The answer lies in the fact that kinship-being a member of the same family-is only one way to generate an above-average genetic similarity among individuals (relatedness). There are other ways, the most celebrated being the concept of a green beard gene. So named by Dawkins (1976) but dreamt up by Hamilton (1964) , this is the statement that alleles that promote the energetically costly helping of others can spread if they can both identify themselves in other individuals and preferentially direct help to those individuals. Greenbeards are less likely to drive stable cooperation than kinship because of the potential for "falsebeard" individuals who do not help others but retain the signal to receive help (Gardner and West 2010) . Importantly for the theory, however, greenbeards illustrate that there can be indirect fitness effects even if interacting individuals are not kin in the sense of being family relatives. This thought experiment, and the sub sequent discovery of green beards in multiple species (Keller and Ross 1998; Queller et al. 2003; Smukalla et al. 2008) , illustrates that Hamilton's (1964) kin selection is possible whether genetic associations occur through kinship or through other means (Foster et al. 2006a) . Some proponents of group selection, however, like to take the narrow definition of kin selection that only includes family groups (Wilson and Holldobler 2005) . From there, one can argue that because relatedness can occur without strict kinship, evolution can occur by group selection without kin selection, e.g., via green beard genes. If one does take a narrow definition of kin selection, this claim does follow, but hopefully, it is also clear that this is not a deep objection to the unity of sociobiology.
A more sophisticated objection to the equivalency of group and kin selection comes from the observation that group selection can occur in randomly formed groups of unrelated individuals (Wilson 1990) . Consider, for example, a hypothetical Prairie dog group (known as a "town") containing unrelated individuals in which a particular Prairie dog's survival depends on the digging of tunnels that allow the group to forage. It may well pay the Prairie dog to expend her energy to dig tunnels that benefit all members of the town-what can be called a "group trait"-because this has a feedback benefit on her survival. This constitutes a form of group selection for digging behavior but does not require genetic relatedness of any sort among the members of the town. Does this run contrary to kin selection thinking? To answer this, we must first separate two possible goals that are often conflated. The first is the goal of identifying differences between kin selection and group selection as processes, and the other is identifying differences between kin and group selection as theoretical frameworks. In answer to the first goal, because the individuals in the group are unrelated by any definition, one can argue that there is indeed no kin selection, meaning the process, in this scenario. However, for the theory, the critical point is that our focal Prairie dog is a recipient of the benefits of digging (as well as is the rest of the town). She should be, hence, included in the calculation of relatedness toward recipients, which means that positive relatedness from actor to recipients does have a role simply because the Prairie dog is related to herself. As such, the example is understood equally well from a kin selection or group selection perspective. One just has to be careful about how relatedness is calculated. Again, whether or not one wants to call this kin selection a process is a matter of semantic preference, but, again, it should be clear that there is little reason for this to be a point for continued debate. What can To more formally illustrate the different methods for analyzing social evolution, I reproduce here Box 1 (with minor modifications) from Wenseleers et al. (2010) , which is a more careful discussion of social evolution theory than found here. In this box, we analyze Frank's (1994 Frank's ( , 1995 "tragedy of the commons" model, which has been successfully applied to a variety of biological problems (see, e.g., Frank 1994; Foster 2004; Wenseleers et al. 2004a,b) . The tragedy of the commons states that each individual would gain by claiming a greater share of the local resources, but that the group would perish if all local resources were exhausted (Hardin 1968 ). Frank's model captures this tension between group and individual interests by writing individual fitness as (B1) where g ij and g i are the individual and group mean breeding values for a behavior that causes individuals to selfishly grab local resources (normalized to go from 0 to 1). In this simple model, (1 -g i ) is the group's productivity, which declines as the average level of selfishness g i increases (we assume linearly, but this can easily be relaxed) (Foster 2004) , and g ij /g i is the relative success of an individual within its group. Similarly, we can write the fitness of other members in the group as (B2) where g′ is the average level of selfishness of these other individuals. Note that with a group size of n, g i = (1/n)g ij + ((n -1) / n)g′)), which we can substitute into Equations B1 and B2.
From a neighbor-modulated fitness perspective, a rare mutant that is slightly more selfish than the wild type is favored when (B3) because an individual carrying the mutation would experience a direct cost ∂w ij /∂g ij but, with probability r, be paired with group mates that also carry the mutation, hence resulting in a return benefit of ∂w ij /∂g′.
Similarly, from an inclusive fitness perspective, a rare, slightly more selfish mutant would be favored when (B4) because an individual actor that expressed the mutant behavior would experience a direct cost ∂w if /∂g ij but impose a cost of ∂w′/∂g to each of its n -1 group mates, which are related by r to itself. It is easily checked that because ∂w′/∂g = (∂w/∂g′)(g′/g ij )/(n -1) and because mutations have small effect so that g′ ≅ g ij , (n -1)•∂w′/∂g ij = ∂w ij /∂g′, inequalities B3 and B4 are therefore equivalent.
From a levels of selection perspective, selection would be partitioned into components that are due to the differential fitness of groups with different mean levels of selfishness and the differential success of more versus less selfish individuals within groups. Specifically, if we call G group productivity and I individual fitness relative to other group members, we have G = w i = (1 -y i ), I = w ij /w i = y ij /y i and individual fitness w ij = G•I. A more selfish mutant will be selected for when positive within-group selection balances with negative among-group selection:
where R and 1 -R are proportional to the between-group and within-group genetic variances and R = (1/n) + ((n -1)/n)•r. Note that the among-group and within-group selection components are also sometimes calculated in an equivalent way as Ratnieks and Reeve 1992) , which has the advantage that these only require the calculation of derivatives and do not involve variances.
Differently still, using contextual analysis, we can see that a more selfish mutant can invade when
Where the β terms are the partial regression of individual genotype on fitness holding group genotype constant, and the partial regression of group genotype on individual fitness holding individual fitness constant. Reassuringly, the evaluation of the partial derivatives in Equations B3-B6 for the case where
__ shows that no matter how we partition social evolution, the net selective effect is the same and that an equilibrium is reached when g* = 1 -R, i.e., the equilibrium level of selfishness decreases as relatedness increases. At this equilibrium, no mutant that behaves slightly differently can invade in the population (Maynard Smith 1982) . In addition, it can be checked that the equilibrium is evolutionarily stable, i.e., a fitness maximum, because the derivatives of the above fitness gradients D (Equations B3-B6) with respect to g ij are negative. Finally, an additional stability criterion, convergence stability, specifies whether the equilibrium is an attractor or not, and is therefore attainable, and requires that the fitness gradient is positive when evaluated for g slightly below g* and negative when g is slightly higher than g*. Formally, this occurs when (Eshel and Motro 1981; Taylor 1996) . A strategy that is simultaneously evolutionarily and convergence stable is termed a continuously stable strategy (CSS) (Eshel 1983; Christiansen 1991) , and it can be checked that the equilibrium in our example is indeed a CSS. Strategies that are convergence stable but not evolutionarily stable, however, are also possible, and can lead to disruptive selection and evolutionary branching (Metz et al. 1992; Geritz et al. 1998) . Evolutionary branching points are interesting, because they provide us with the conditions under which continuous or mixed strategy ESSs (evolutionarily stable strategies) would be expected to evolve toward discrete strategy ESSs (see, e.g., Doebeli et al. 2004 ).
THE DIFFERENT WAYS OF ANALYZING SOCIAL EVOLUTION
be, and is, still debated is whether kin selection or group selection theory is better for ease of calculation and making testable predictions (West et al. , 2008 Wilson 2008a) . Here, publication volume and impact seem to side with kin selection theory, but their utility will ultimately depend on the question at hand (Foster 2006) . The issue of distinguishing between theoretical framework and process is also raised by Nowak's Five Rules for the Evolution of Cooperation, which therein are kin selection, group selection, network reciprocity, reciprocal altruism, and indirect reciprocity (Nowak 2006 ). These five "rules" represent a mixture of both framework and process. For most biological problems, including the evolution of Hamilton's altruism (see Fig. 2 ), kin selection, group selection, and network reciprocity are simply different ways of conceptualizing the same processes (Lehmann et al. 2007a,b) . In contrast, reciprocal altruism and indirect reciprocity are processes that are distinct from each other, as they are from the other three rules (although reciprocity can be thought of in terms of networks). A way to avoid conflating equivalent descriptions is to take a real biological problem, for example, the evolution of worker behavior in a wasp nest, and ask which of the frameworks can be applied to explain it. For the wasps, one can use kin selection, group selection, or an interacting network of wasps, but the two forms of reciprocity would not apply.
Altruism
A related bone of contention is whether the evolution of altruism strictly requires kin selection or whether it can occur with group selection alone. Answers in favor of the former (Hamilton 1964; Foster et al. 2006a ) and the latter (Wilson 1990; Fletcher and Doebeli 2009 ) exist in the literature, with the answer again depending on how one defines altruism and indeed kin selection. To proceed, I must assume that the reader accepts that "altruism" can be defined in terms of evolutionary fitness at all. It is common to hear the lay person, humanities scholar, and even some scientists object to a fitness-based definition of altruism, arguing instead that altruism refers to an actor's conscious intention to do good. To such understandable objections, I note only that the founding discussions of the definition of altruism-shortly after its invention by Auguste Comte-include both intentionbased and fitness-based usage (Dixon 2008; Foster 2008) . The modern preference for the intentional definition is just that, a preference only.
Accepting a fitness-based definition of altruism, however, only leads to further choices. Here, I defer to the primacy of Hamilton's role in sociobiology. Hamilton defined altruism as an action that benefits others but will, on average, decrease the lifetime personal reproductive fitness of the actor (Fig. 2) . This definition sees altruism in the social insect worker that could reproduce but instead raises her mother's offspring. However, it denies altruism in cases where there are feedback benefits to an action that eventually increase personal reproduction. Our tunnel-digging Prairie dog, for example, is not being altruistic by Ham ilton's definition because she will ultimately benefit from the tunnels she builds via positive effects on her town's foraging. Hamilton's definition has been called strong altruism in order to emphasize its stringency and differentiate it from a definition that is often favored by the group selectionist (Wilson 1990 ). The group selection definition of altruism includes any behavior that lowers the actor's competitive ability within the group but benefits the group as a whole. Hamilton's strong altruism is included here as a subset but so are examples such as the Prairie dog where within-group fitness decreases, but overall reproduction increases (weak altruism). Returning then to the question of whether altruism can be favored without kin selectionwhere kin selection is natural selection effected by relatedness among individuals in a group-the answer for strong altruism is no (Foster et al. 2006a,b) . Strong altruism relies on relatedness among individuals because this is the only way that an individual can gain an inclusive fitness benefit that compensates for a guaranteed reduction in lifetime reproduction.
There has been a recent claim to the contrary (Fletcher and Doebeli 2009 ). This appeals to an imagined scenario where different loci encode strong altruism in different individuals. Even though individuals are genetically different, altruism can invade if altruists are for some reason kept together and away from defectors. The problem with this argument is that this outcome will be short lived. Any modifier that causes carriers of one of the altruistic loci to no longer be altruistic would outcompete other altruist loci within any group. One might counter this with the added assumption that that new defector mutants are also somehow excluded from altruist groups. However, this then implies a causal link between "altruism" and personal reproductive benefit, via group membership; i.e., it is not altruism but mutualism (Fig. 2) . The same argument can be made for cases of greenbeard cooperation, i.e., it is either unstable or a case of mutualism (see Smukalla et al. 2008) . In contrast, weak altruism can evolve stably among unrelated individuals when helping others also provides personal reproductive benefits (Wilson 1990 ). Finally, "re ciprocal altruism" (Trivers 1971 ) is something different again, where there is a delayed direct fitness benefit that comes back to the actor from the recipient of a social action. The average fitness effect of reciprocal altruism is to always increase the actor's personal fitness. These different meanings of altruism are further discussed in Foster (2008) .
Group Selection
It will come as no surprise that there is also confusion and debate over the meaning of group selection. Leaving aside how to actually define a group, multiple meanings of group selection exist (for review, see Okasha 2006; Gardner and Foster 2008 ) and this might be taken as evidence for the insufficiency of group selection theory (West et al. 2008) . The most common definition of group selection comes from the multilevel selection form of the Price equation (Price 1970 (Price , 1972 , which partitions the evolutionary response to natural selection into change within groups and among groups. From this, the definition of group selection is simply the differential productivity and survival of groups. This definition, however, ascribes group selection to completely asocial individuals that just happen to be near one another. Consider some hypothetical snails that live on a patchy resource but do not affect one another. If large snails survive better and some patches contain more large snails, those groups will have a higher productivity and group selection is detected in the Price equation. For those interested in the effects of group selection because of social evolution, this can seem unsatisfactory (Okasha 2006 ).
An alternative way of assessing group selection, as developed by Heisler and Damuth, makes use of a statistical technique from the social sciences called contextual analysis (Heisler and Damuth 1987; Goodnight et al. 1992; Okasha 2006) . Again, this partitions natural selection into individual and group effects, but, importantly, it only pulls out the group effects on fitness that cannot be explained by individual effects. This means that group selection is only detected when there are effects of group identity on fitness that remain once one has controlled for individual effects on fitness (one calculates the partial regression between group phenotype or genotype and individual fitness).
Further testament to the equivalence of kin and group selection comes from the fact that contextual analysis is nearly identical to the modern kin selection models that are based on neighbor-modulated fitness (see introduction, boxed text), although the two were largely independently derived within evolutionary biology. Personally, I find contextual analysis an intuitive way to define group selection, although the Price partition is more commonly used Gardner and Grafen 2009 ). An objection raised to contextual analysis is that it detects group selection when all groups have identical productivity but the ranking of individuals within groups matters for fitness (soft selection). There is group selection without groups actually differing in their fitness (Heisler and Damuth 1987; Goodnight et al. 1992; Okasha 2006) . In the end, group selectionists must choose whether they are most interested in the differential productivities of a subdivided population (Price) or the evolution of social traits (contextual) and then go from there (Okasha 2006) . But again, the existence of this choice does not undermine the enterprise.
Group Adaptation
By now, I hope that the reader is (or remains) convinced that the evolution of a strongly altruistic behavior-like a self-sacrificing insect worker-can be phrased in terms of kin or group selection. This is true even though kin selection is the more natural fitness partition for the case of strong altruism (Foster et al. 2006a ). The kin selectionist can view the dying worker in terms of a beneficial trade-off between personally passing on the allele for conditional self-sacrifice versus helping her more fecund relatives to pass on the allele. The group selectionist can see that the sacrifice will have a negative fitness effect on the individuals that express it but a positive fitness effect on the groups that carry it. The two perspectives can be also combined as was done by H.G. Wells (Wells et al. 1929) above. Should self-sacrifice also be viewed as a group adaptation? To attempt an answer, one must first distinguish between selection and adaptation (Gardner and Grafen 2009 ). Natural selection is the change in allele frequencies that results from differences in survival and reproduction, where critically, these differences are caused by an individual, or group, carrying one allele (or set of alleles) rather than another. Adaptation is more difficult to define but is typically viewed as the process of optimizing a phenotype for an organism's environment (Fisher 1930) , for example, the production of a more efficient wing for flight. What then distinguishes group adaptation from individual adaptation? This remains an open point of discussion in sociobiology, and legitimately so (Gardner 2009; Gardner and Grafen 2009) .
If adaptation is the process of optimizing a phenotype for its environment and natural selection is the process that drives this optimization, we can reach a definition of group adaptation from the contextual analysis definition of group selection (see previous section). Group adaptation is the process of optimizing cooperative phenotypes that depends on group context. More specifically, it is the optimizing process that is dependent on the component of natural selection that contextual analysis ascribes to the group. Put this way, the products of group adaptation are those shaped by the partial effect of group phenotype on individual fitness (controlling for the effects of individual phenotype). In modern systems, this should translate roughly into the cooperative components of phenotypes that only provide a fitness benefit in the group context. These very general conditions will find evidence for group adaptation in many situations, including workers that sacrifice themselves to defend their colony, our tunnel-digging Prairie dog, and any degree of self-restraint in resource use that promotes group survival; all phenotypes that can only be explained by group-level function.
Gardner and Grafen (2009) offer a more stringent definition of group adaptation in their discussion of the superorganism: the associated idea that individuals in highly organized societies are comparable to cells in an organism (Wheeler 1911) . For Gardner and Grafen, true group adaptation implies that the group is acting as the agent of natural selection, and they are only able to find that the latter is the case when societies have negligible reproductive conflict among their members. The argument is that expressed conflict means that individual-level selection is compromising group function and, accordingly, adaptation is not operating to generate function at the level of the group. Instead, Gardner and Grafen suggest that most phenotypes are best viewed as the product of individual adaptation, which, in turn, is the result of inclusive fitness maximization. Although this argument carries merit, and rescues the idea of the individual as an evolutionary agent (Gardner and Foster 2008) , it excludes many derived social phenotypes from group adaptation. Stingless bees, for example, suffer horrific conflicts over queen production whereby hundreds of larvae will try to develop into new queens only to be immediately executed by the workers (Wenseleers et al. 2003; Wenseleers and Ratnieks 2004) . However, these same workers will aggressively (albeit by biting rather than stinging) defend the nest in a manner intuitively consistent with group adaptation. Another potential objection to Gardner and Grafen's (2009) argument is that true multicellular organisms are not free from conflict either (Wilson and Wilson 2008) but suffer from cancers and selfish genetic elements that may have a nonnegligible effect on organismal adaptation (Hurst et al. 1996; Burt and Trivers 2006; Merlo et al. 2006) .
Rather than taking conflict to indicate a complete lack of group adaptation, therefore, one can instead ask how well adapted is a particular social trait or group? Put another way, the effectiveness of group adaptation can be assessed by asking how similar an extant group is to one that completely lacks conflict, such as a clonal group (Foster 2004; Ratnieks et al. 2006) . Such thought experiments do not suppose that perfectly cooperative groups are truly optimal, just that their adaptations are the product of the best optimization process that is available, given realistic constraints of both biology and the evolutionary process. Even so, such assessments are typically only approximate as the exact form of a conflict-free group is unknown in most species. Moreover, even clonal groups might not be always well adapted because natural selection can disfavor clonality itself to combat disease (Hamilton 1987; Sherman et al. 1988) or improve social organization (Brown and SchmidHempel 2003) . However, this objection may not be watertight given that natural selection on clonal groups is known to produce genetic diversity while maintaining clonality where it matters, as found in one's own immune system.
A related approach to group adaptedness is that of Queller and Strassmann (2009) who offer a two-dimensional index of "organismality," upon which social groups-of one or more species-can be placed. Their first axis "conflict" defines the group by the degree of observed conflict, which is roughly analogous to my comparing a real group to a perfectly cooperative one. Their second axis "cooperation" adds to this by asking how much do individuals appear to help one other? An illustrative example here are nongalling aphids that might exist in clonal groupswith little conflict-but do not really help one another, perhaps because there is little to be gained . By these measures, organismality is awarded to groups with low conflict and cooperation that pays great fitness dividends. The argument that a multiple species group can be viewed as an organism ) also invites the possibility of community-level adaptation. From the perspective of contextual analysis, community-level adaptation would be when positive fitness effects on other species provide feedback benefits to a focal species that shape its phenotype, where again direct fitness effects of phenotype on the focal individual (or group) have been removed. To conclude, one can argue that the process of group adaptation is as common in social groups as is contextual group selection, but it remains an open question how adapted are different social species relative to the ideal of a conflict-free group.
THE DATA
[the problem of the superorganism] must be solved by field and laboratory research, not by mathematical modeling.
E.O. Wilson (pers. comm.) In their recent book, Holldobler and Wilson also revisit the idea that social adaptations can be so derived that a group of animals can be considered a superorganism (Wheeler 1911) . As discussed in the last section, this question is closely linked to the problem of group adaptation and, like Ham ilton's papers (Hamilton 1964) , recent theory has emphasized the importance of genetic relatedness in the emergence of the superorganism (Reeve and Holl dobler 2007; Gardner and Grafen 2009) . In criticizing theoretical sociobiology, Wilson argues not only that kinship theory has made no useful predictions but also that understanding the superorganism-and, by inference, social evolution in general-is an empirical rather than theoretical question (Wilson and Holldobler 2005; E.O. Wilson, pers. comm.) . Al though I clear ly do not endorse these views, it is vital to consider the data. Does empiricism, like theory, support the mutual impor tance of kin and group selection? The answer again is a resounding yes.
Kin Selection
Hamilton's kin selection centers on the idea that fitness costs and benefits, weighted by genetic relatedness, are critical for social evolution. As such, proving the importance of relatedness for cooperation and altruism (see Fig.  2 ) does not invalidate the role of other factors that affect costs and benefits, including ecology and preadaptations. These different explanations are not in opposition, as Wilson attests, but rather all parts of one big puzzle. This point of logic is mirrored in the easily neglected distinction between necessary and sufficient that is used in genetics. An important gene can be strictly necessary for a phenotype, such as obesity, without being sufficient to produce the whole phenotype on its own. Similarly, it can be that relatedness is strictly necessary for strong altruism to evolve but that it is not sufficient without other preadaptations and ecological factors (Korb and Heinze 2008) . Although I argue below that relatedness is extremely important for social evolution, therefore, I am not arguing that it is the only factor of importance. And at the risk of repetition, nor am I arguing that kin selection theory is only about relatedness. It is not: Fitness costs and benefits are critically important in any calculation of fitness effects (Fig. 2) . The theory remains valid when one moves from nonzero relatedness among actor and recipient to zero relatedness (although the calculations do get rather easier).
The Social Insects. The evolutionary origin and maintenance of the spectacular worker castes in social insects have long been a centerpiece for discussion of social behavior and altruism. More specifically, these discussions center on the "eusocial" insects, which are those that display a fixed division between work and reproduction among individuals (Boomsma 2007 (Boomsma , 2009 ). The key eusocial groups are found in the hymenoptera (bees, ants, and wasps) and the distantly related termites, but several other arthropods get close, including thrips, beetles, aphids, and even shrimp. As emphasized above, explaining the patchy distribution of eusociality will likely require consideration of multiple preadaptations, which include the potential to build a well-defended group (nest building and stings ; Wilson 1971 ) and the possibility to guarantee that the individuals one helps will survive if one does not (Queller 1989; Gadagkar 1990 ). However, the potential role of relatedness in eusociality is also immediately apparent in the finding that the societies of these species are nearly always formed by immediate family. There are exceptions, including the unicolonial ants that form massive networks of interconnected nests with so many queens that the workers can end up barely related to one another. However, these are thought to be evolutionary dead ends, and, anyway, it is clear that when the worker castes originally evolved, they were living as families (Helanterä et al. 2009 ).
More pause for thought might come from "primitively" eusocial hymenoptera: Species that lack physically distinct queen and worker castes and whose nests can be founded by multiple unrelated foundresses (Bernasconi and Strassmann 1999) . As these foundressses begin to produce daughter workers, a family group is created, but there are still many unrelated individuals in the nest. This suggests that worker behavior can evolve in the presence of relatively low relatedness, but importantly the "workers" in this case are individuals-like the queen-who have the potential for independent reproduction. That is, worker behavior in these species likely evolves through a mixture of kin-selected benefits and delayed reproductive benefits (Boomsma 2009 ). Nevertheless, if this were to be the route by which the truly eusocial species-such as the honeybee-were to evolve, one could argue that only low relatedness was necessary for the origin of the derived worker castes. This would not invalidate kin selection thinking but would emphasize the importance of ecological factors relative to family life. However, arguing from anecdote is not sufficient. What is needed are phylogenetic analyses and here the data are clear: The multiple ancestors of the eusocial hymen o ptera were very likely all species with a single queen that mated to a single male (Boomsma and Ratnieks 1996; Foster and Ratnieks 2001; Boomsma 2007 Boomsma , 2009 . What is striking about this is that single mating appears to be an unusual state of affairs for most animals, where promiscuity is common. This led Boomsma (2007 Boomsma ( , 2009 to argue that mo nog amy-and the high family relatedness that results-may be a strict prerequisite for the origin of the highly eusocial insects. More data are needed to know whether strict monogamy is always absolutely required, but the evidence that monogamy favors eusociality in hymenoptera is already compelling. Eusocial species arose from family groups, and, for the cases analyzed, these ancestral societies were founded by a single mother mated to a single male.
One can also ask of the role of relatedness in the maintenance of eusociality. Many derived eusocial species such as honeybees, yellow jacket wasps, and leaf-cutter ants have secondarily evolved multiple mated queens, which causes low relatedness among the workers. Why then do these species not suffer from severe internal conflicts among their workers over reproduction? For the long answer to this question, one can turn to dedicated reviews (Bourke and Franks 1995; Ratnieks et al. 2006 ), but, briefly here, multiple mating actually helps to resolve conflicts once derived eusociality is in place. Moreover, the way that this works provides further evidence for the importance of relatedness in social evolution. In the derived eusocial hymenoptera, workers cannot mate but can typically produce eggs. These eggs develop into males because of the unusual haplodiploid genetics of the hymenoptera, in which females are diploid and males are haploid. Workers can therefore compete with the queen over male production, and what stops this from becoming a reproductive melee is that workers tend to eat each others' eggs. The workers police one other.
Worker policing is predicted to be prevalent in species where the queen mates many times because in haplodiploids, this reduces relatedness among the workers but not between the workers and their brothers (the queen's sons). With queen multiple mating, therefore, the workers are expected to favor the queen's sons over each others' (Ratnieks 1988 ). The outcome is that once distinct queen and worker castes have evolved, reduced worker relatedness is predicted to promote cooperation by promoting policing. In support of this, there is a negative correlation between worker relatedness and the effectiveness of policing and a positive correlation between relatedness and the proportion of workers that attempt to lay (Fig. 3a) (Wenseleers and Ratnieks 2006a,b) . Even better, in colonies where the queen has died, the correlation be tween relatedness and worker reproduction reverses (Fig. 3b) ), exactly as predicted by the basic theory (Hamilton 1964; Wenseleers et al. 2004a) . Without the queen, the workers now have no reason to police for the queen's benefit, and relatedness only functions to limit the severity of competition among the workers. The outcome in the highly multiply mated honeybee is that colonies with a queen see almost no conflict among the workers, but queenless colonies are highly chaotic. In contrast, the queen's presence has little effect on worker rebellion in wasp species where the queen mates only once (Fig. 3) .
Evidence for the role of genetic relatedness is also seen in other social insects, including termites, where a single king and a single queen head the colonies in a monogamous relationship, and aphids, which are clonal. Like monogamy, clonality makes raising parents' offspring just as genetically beneficial as raising one's own offspring (Boomsma 2007) . Furthermore, in both termites and aphids, there is evidence of kin effects when members of different colonies meet. Aphids are less likely to altruistically defend the colony when they are in the nest of a foreign clone (Abbot et al. 2001) , and, when short on food, termites will preferentially direct aid to their relatives within colonies where two different families have fused (Korb 2006) . A recent paper communicated by E.O. Wilson to Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences claimed that eusocial evolution in termites can occur "even when indirect fitness benefits are low or nonexistent" (Johns et al. 2009 ). The evidence for this was primarily the observation that colony fusion can temporarily reduce relatedness within colonies and lead to a system of serial monogamy, rather than lifetime mo nogamy. However, this example concerns one of the lower termites, which are now generally considered not to have passed the irreversible threshold toward permanent eusociality as helpers retain ample options for direct reproduction later in life (Korb 2007; Boomsma 2009 ). So, worker relatedness may occasionally be low in lower termiteswhich are essentially cooperative breeders (Korb 2007 )-and also in isolated branches of the higher termites, as rare secondary developments after eusociality had become irreversibly established. However, nothing in the Johns et al. (2009) study would indicate that either cooperative breeding in the lower termites or eusocial breeding in the higher termites is not associated with full-sibling relatedness as a norm.
Other societies. Although I have focused on the eusocial insects, considerable evidence also exists for the importance of relatedness in other social species, including impressive meta-analyses on social vertebrates. The social vertebrates are bird and mammal species, including 412 FOSTER the charismatic meerkat, that live together in tight groups and help one another to raise offspring. Here, species with a higher fitness benefit to helping behaviors tend to discriminate more among relatives and nonrelatives as predicted by kin selection theory (Fig. 4a ) (Griffin and West 2003) . Furthermore, in those species where kin discrimination is weak, there tends to be higher average relatedness in social groups, suggesting that kin-selected benefits to helping can still occur in species that do not show kin discrimination (Fig. 4b) (Cornwallis et al. 2009 ).
The importance of genetic relatedness is also supported by a recent surge of studies on microorganisms Foster 2010; Nadell et al. 2009 ). For example, mixing unrelated strains promotes the evolution of rapid wasteful growth in bacterial viruses (Kerr et al. 2006) . Reducing relatedness among cells also promotes the success of cheater mutants that do not contribute to the common good in a host of systems, including enzyme se cre tion in yeast (Greig and Travisano 2004) , iron scavenging and quorum sensing in the bacteria Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Griffin et al. 2004; Diggle et al. 2007) , and in the development of the bacterium Myxococcus xanthus (Velicer et al. 2000) and the slime mold Dictyostelium discoideum, where a myriad of cheater mutants have now been found (Ennis et al. 2000; Gilbert et al. 2007; San torelli et al. 2008) . Con siderable evidence also exists for kin discrimination systems, including bacteria that spitefully secrete a toxin to kill unrelated strains ), self/non-self-recognition in slime molds (Meh di a badi et al. 2006) and single-gene green beard recognition in both slime molds (Queller et al. 2003) and yeast (Smukalla et al. 2008) . Finally, there is evidence that microbes can change their social strategy in the presence of relatives versus nonrelatives. For example, it was recently shown that the allocation to spores (germ) versus stalk (soma) in slime molds will increase in the presence of unrelated strains as predicted by kin selection theory (Buttery et al. 2009 ).
To close the case on kin selection data, "kinship theory" has made exquisitely supported predictions in many other systems. An example is the annual plant that increases allocation to roots when its roots meet a nonrelative (Dudley and File 2007) . Another comes from the wasp Nasonia vitripennis. Female wasps lay a very femalebiased sex ratio when they parasitize fly larvae, which fits well with the predicted effects of relatedness on sex ratios. This is because sons and daughters mate in the host, and it is most efficient to have a few sons and limit competition among them (Hamilton 1967) . What is even more impressive is that when a second female lays in the same host, she is able to detect the first brood and shift her sex ratio to produce many more males to compete with the unrelated males already in the host (Werren 1980) . The result is a tight association between relatedness among wasps within a host and the sex ratio (Fig. 5) . One can even apply kin selection thinking to the evolution of sperm, where a host of surprising social behaviors occur including sperm that hook onto one other and swim as a cooperative group (Pizzari and Foster 2008; Fisher and Hoekstra 2010) . Altruistic self-restraint due to policing. In colonies where the mother queen is alive, the workers can raise either the queen's or other workers' eggs. In species where relatedness among workers is high, they tend to raise the workers' eggs because they are highly related to them, but in species where relatedness among workers is low, such as the honeybee, workers remove one anothers' eggs. This reduces the benefits to worker reproduction which, alongside indirect fitness benefits, promotes reproductive self-restraint. (B) Altruistic self-restraint due to inclusive fitness effects. If the queen dies, the workers compete to lay eggs. However, when relatedness is high, many show altruistic selfrestraint and do not attempt to reproduce. (Reprinted, with permission, from Wenseleer and Ratnieks 2006b [©Nature Pub lish ing Group].)
Group Selection
Group selection has received less empirical attention than kin selection (West et al. , 2008 Wilson 2008a) , but due to the equivalency of the theories, support for one can typically be taken as support for the other. Certainly, the wealth of data showing the role of relatedness, costs, and benefits in the evolution of altruism is completely consistent with the idea that individuals are sometimes selected to favor the welfare of their group over personal reproduction.
There are also explicit tests of group selection logic (Goodnight and Stevens 1997; Wilson and Wilson 2007) . These take two key forms: experimental evolution and contextual analysis. Like the classic work on the fruit fly, experimental evolution studies on group selection take organisms through multiple generations and select on certain traits. The key difference to typical studies is that one selects on the group mean of phenotypes, rather than the individuals that best display a trait. Such studies on flour beetles have shown responses to group selection on several traits including body size, group size, and dispersal (Wade 1976 (Wade , 1977 Craig 1982) . A key conclusion is that group selection can work, even when group and individual selection are pitted against each other. A similar study has been performed on leaf area in the plant Arabidopsis thaliana (Goodnight 1985) , and group selection logic found a commercial application in chickens, where selecting on groups for survival and egg-laying improved both the productivity and welfare of the birds (Craig and Muir 1996; Muir 1996) . A nice aspect of the chicken work is that it makes clear that both group and family selection are central to the results: "The hypothesis was tested that selection on the basis of family means for increased survival and henhoused egg production, when sisters with intact beaks were kept together in multiple-bird cages, would cause adaptive changes in behavior... . The evidence supported the hypothesis." (Craig and Muir 1996) . Similarly, the abovementioned study of Kerr et al. (2006) on the evolution of virulence in bacteriophage has subsequently been taken as evidence for both group (Wilson and Wilson 2007) and kin ) selection thinking.
Experimental group selection has also been applied to communities containing multiple species. The first such study selected on flour beetle population size and dispersal but this time with two species present. Group selection Species with a higher fitness benefit to helping behaviors tend to discriminate more among relatives and nonrelatives as predicted by kin selection theory (Griffin and West 2003) . "Zr-Kin" and "Zr-help" are statistical measures of the degree of kin discrimination and the fitness benefits of helping behavior, respectively. (B) In species where kin discrimination is weak, there tends to be higher average relatedness in social groups, suggesting that kin-selected benefits to helping can still occur in species that do not show kin discrimination. (Reprinted, with permission, from Cornwallis et al. 2009 [©Wiley-Blackwell] .)
A B Figure 5 . The sex ratio laid by the second female to parasitize a host in the wasp Nasonia vitripennis. The line shows the predicted optimal ratio of a second female as a function of the relative numbers of the two females' offspring, which determines average relatedness among the wasps in the host (Hamilton 1967) . The plotted points show the actual empirical sex ratios. The wasps also respond as qualitatively predicted to factors such as synchrony in egg-laying and the degree of parasitism in a patch at the time of laying (Shuker et al. 2005 (Shuker et al. , 2006 . (Reprinted, with permission, from Werren 1980 [©AAAS] .) on one species was again effective in changing the targeted traits in that species (Goodnight 1990a,b) . Moreover, it was also found that selection on one species can drive evolutionary changes in the other, and these changes were only observable when both species were raised together. More recently, community-level selection on an even broader scale was performed on microbial communities in soil and water (Swenson et al. 2000) by selecting either on the plant growing in the soil or on the pH of the water. Although the changes in the microbial communities were unknown, there was a clear evolutionary response in community phenotype. Is such community-level selection outside of the remit of kin selection logic? Even here the answer is no. For selection to effectively act on the community, there is still the need for genetic differences among groups at the level of each species, i.e., genetic relatedness. However, one does need to extend the standard kin selection models to allow for any feedback effects that come from helping or harming other species in the community . The second major approach to studying group selection comes from the application of contextual analysis (Heisler and Damuth 1987; Goodnight et al. 1992; Bijma et al. 2007 ). Not only is contextual analysis a conceptual tool by which one can define group selection (above), it is also a statistical technique that can be used to dissect the effects of individual and group selection in real systems. For example, Goodnight et al. (1992) showed that one could detect components of group, soft, and hard selection for leaf area in a data set on A. thaliana. More recently, antagonistic selection across the individual and group level was shown in another A. thaliana data set (Weinig et al. 2007 ). The authors here asked how individual fruit production correlated with individual and group phenotypes for groups of plants in both the laboratory and the field. Individual selection appears to favor larger plants that can compete well against other individuals, whereas group selection favors smaller plants, which presumably limit competition that is wasteful at the group level. In sum, there is ample empirical evidence that group selection can operate in real biological systems, but none of these data counter the studies motivated more by kin selection thinking. Again, group selection is only effective when there is relatedness between an actor and the group, be it relatedness of the actor to themselves, relatedness of the actor to other group members, or both.
CONCLUSION
...group-related adaptations do not, in fact, exist. A group in this discussion should be understood to mean something other than a family and to be composed of individuals that need not be closely related. Williams (1966) Williams' provocative attack on the idea of group selection and group adaptation has been a centerpiece in discussions of group selection for 40 years. Initially, it was widely accepted as the correct viewpoint and a necessary antidote to the naïve group selection logic of Wynne-Edwards and other investigators (Trivers 1985; Gardner and Foster 2008) . More recently, Williams' view has been held up as a severe overreaction and one that excludes a whole host of important examples of group adaptation Wilson 2007, 2008) . Williams' early view may retain some merit, however, in that he was questioning not the general importance of group selection and adaptation, but specifically its importance outside of the family group. Theoretically, there is no absolute barrier to group selection or even group adaptation in nonkin groups. Perfect relatedness is not needed for group adaptation, and, anyway, relatedness can occur by means other than strict kinship. However, the theory also suggests that group adaptation will be most prevalent when relatedness is high (Hamilton 1964; Foster 2004; Gardner and Grafen 2009) , and this seems to be typically achieved by family life. The best examples of group adaptation, ranging from the social insects (Boomsma and Ratnieks 1996; Foster and Ratnieks 2001; Boomsma 2007 Boomsma , 2009 Hughes et al. 2008) to the social amoebae (Gilbert et al. 2007 ), appear to be tightly associated with kinship. It is further telling that papers that are explicitly aimed at promoting group selection over kin selection are full of examples involving family groups (Wilson and Wilson 2008) .
Although Williams probably overstated his case, therefore, the idea that family is at the root of the most striking group adaptations may yet prove to be correct. One must also admit the possibility of publication bias, given the relative emphasis on kin selection over group selection in recent years (Wilson and Wilson 2007) . This bias may decline: A recent study on water striders suggests that group selection can operate through nongenealogical relatedness created through differential dispersal of genotypes (Eldakar et al. 2009 ). Furthermore, I have focused here on the idea of group adaptation as a within-species phenomenon, but the strongest case for adaptations that transcend the family will likely come from the community level: tight mutualisms such as the mitochondria that live in our cells . A systematic analysis of the importance of adaptation at the level of family groups, nonkin groups, and multiplespecies groups remains an open challenge for sociobiology, one that will require careful theory, semantics, and empiricism. Accordingly, the study of selective effects at the highest levels, both community (Williams and Lenton 2008) and species (Rankin et al. 2007a,b) , is an emerging area of interest.
Another exciting avenue for sociobiology is the study of mechanism. Indeed, it is only in closing that I come to the topic that is at the heart of the 74th Cold Spring Harbor Symposium on Quantitative Biology and my own research: the molecular mechanisms underlying evolutionary change Nadell et al. 2009 ). Like many areas of evolutionary biology, sociobiology has seen recent growth in the study of molecular mechanisms (Robinson 1999; Robinson et al. 2005; Smith et al. 2008 ). Not only is this important for unifying molecular biology and sociobiology, but it is also a source of novel evolutionary insight. That said, in making important links between proximate mechanistic explanations and ultimate evolutionary expla-nations, one must not conflate one with the other . Consider the following close of a Science paper on the evolution of worker behavior in wasps: "The bivoltine ground plan hypothesis of caste evolution in Polistes inaugurates a changed perspective on the evolution and maintenance of sociality in insects. It shifts emphasis away from altruism, away from costs and benefits, and away from conflict and cooperation. It states that evolutionary trajectories of sociality are best understood as having been shaped by regulatory circuits present in solitary ancestral forms. It calls for a mechanistic approach to caste evolution..." (Hunt and Amdam 2005) . If this is intended as an argument for incorporating mechanism into sociobiology, this is a welcome-if strongly phrased-appeal. However, the strongest evolutionary implication for the study is that having two different life cycles per year (bivoltinism) preadapted wasps to evolve queen and worker behavior. Again, this particular preadaptation may or may not prove necessary worker behavior, but this does not make it a sufficient condition for the evolution of altruism. There is no challenge here to the logical necessity of relatedness for strongly altruistic workers.
Caveats in hand, recent studies of mechanism have provided evolutionary insight. This includes suggestions that social adaptations may often arise through relatively modest changes to solitary phenotypes (Hunt et al. 2007; Smith et al. 2008; Korb et al. 2009 ), that pleiotropy may constrain the evolution of cheating Smith et al. 2009 ), that social systems can be rescued from conflict-driven collapse by a single mutation (Fiegna et al. 2006) , and that single genes can act as green beards (Queller et al. 2003; Smukalla et al. 2008) . Some of the growth in mechanistic study goes hand in hand with another rapidly developing area: the sociobiology of communication (d'Ettorre and Hughes 2008). For social insects, this involves dissecting the myriad of chemical signals and cues that allow them to coordinate and manipulate one another in a colony (Heinze and d'Ettorre 2009) . Finally, the field of collective behavior is a fascinating blend of evolutionary and mechanistic studies that seeks to understand the way that social groups are able to organize themselves (Couzin 2007; Couzin et al. 2002; Simpson et al. 2006; Sumpter 2006) . A challenge for the future is to combine the study of self-organization and emergence with that of cooperation and conflict ), something that again surely can be done with both sets of theories remaining intact. As we move forward then with the study of mechanism, group selection, and altruism, I hope it will be increasingly with an air of pluralistic tolerance to the ideas and frameworks of one another (Foster 2006) . Debate and dissent are a productive and necessary part of science, but before we engage them, we might be a little more careful to check that there really is something to discuss. At its core, sociobiology stands solid and is there to be built upon.
